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The September newsletter described the equipment to be installed in the coming fiscal year. The CDC CYBER 
74-16 (CDC's new name for the CDC 6600) will be installed the week after winter quarter. UCC was given a 
mandate by the users to change to KRONOS last year, but decided not to do so when the future of the CDC 6600 
was in doubt. Now that the University Advisory Committee and the Minnesota Educational Computer Consortium 
(MBCC) have approved the CYBER 74 with an expected life cycle to 1979, the installation of a current and 
expandable operating system for the next 5 years is of paramount importance. Thus, KRONOS 2.1 will be installed 
to replace MUMs in September, 1974. In order to ensure that both hardware and software are not changed at the 
same time, the full KRONOS changeover will not take place until after 2nd summer session 1974, a full 5 months 
after the mainframe is installed. 

Current 
Changeover 
Dates 

Oct., 1973-
Dec., 1973 

Jan., 1974 

June, 1974 

Sept. 1, 1974 

1) Generate plan to 
insure smooth transi
tion to KRONOS. 

2) Do~ument every problem 
and convert essential 
programs. 

3) Run KRONOS 2.1 during 
System time. 

Publish ~MS KRONOS con
version documents. Con
tinue KRONOS conversion. 

Several days a month given 
over to running only KRONOS 
2.1. 

Only KRONOS 2.1 will be 
run. 

Those with complex programs involving many 
control cards will want to purchase the KRONOS 2.1 
Reference Manual (No. 60407000). Those with serious 
problems should contact Lawrence Liddiard, 373-5239. 

Classes given on KRONOS 2.1 and the available compilers. 

This gives users the opportunity to try jobs during 
these KRONOS sessions. 

There is now better documentation, fa~t~r throughput, 
and more possibilities (such as job control language, 
.1\;)CII character manipulation, FORTRAN 4, and COBOL 4) • 

Again it should be emphasized that those having jobs that are mainly FORTRAN, COBOL, or a standard language 
compile-and-go will have very little to change in order to have their progrGBrun under the KRONOS 2.1 operating 
aystem. 

BIN CARD FOR~AT TO BE CHANGED 

~o make it easi~for users to send output files from one terminal to any other terminal we will change the 
format of the BIN card in the near future. This change will take place in mid-November and the exact time will 
be announced in SYSNOTES. 
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The new format will be: 

where 

BIN,XX,NNNN. 

XX = site code 
NNNN = BIN number 

-2- OCTOBER~ 1973 

The BIN number must be a 4 digit decimal number from 0 through 9999, and the site code must be one of those listed 
below. If these limitations are not followed, the job will be aborted with the message 

*BIN CARD ERROR.* 

A "route" control card will be implemented a short time after the BIN card change. This "route" card will allow 
orderly changes to the destination of various files of a job. 

Site Code 

DA 
DB 
DC 

2Y 
21 
23 
25 

4U 
4V 
4W 
4X 
4Z 
40 
41 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 

University of Minnesota CDC 6600 Terminals 

Location 

Data Speed 40 Mediwn Speed Remote Terrrrinals 

Room 18 Lauderdale 
Room 140 ExpEng (East Bank) 
Room 415 Coffey Hall-MAPS (St. Paul) 

200 User Terminals 

U of Minnesota Duluth Computer Center (CDC 3200) 
Room 415 Coffey Hall-MAPS (St. Paul) 
U of Minnesota Morris Computer Center 
U of Minnesota Duluth Computer Center (CDC 200UT) 

U1004 Mediwn Speed Remote Terminals 

Lauderdale - 1004 Engineering Group 
Room 38 ElectE (East Bank) 
Room N640 Elliott Hall (East Bank) 
Room 54 BA (West Bank) 
Room Sl91 Kolthoff Hall (East Bank) 
Room 24 North Hall (St. Paul) 
Room 321 Mines & Metallurgy (East Bank) 
Room 69 Physics (East Bank) 
Room 384 Horticulture Science (St. Paul) 
U of Minnesota Crookston 
Room 257A Biological Sciences (St. Paul) 
Room 125G Classroom Office Building (St. Paul) 
Lauderdale Users Room 

High Speed E~ort/Import Terminals 

EX Room 131 ExpEng (East Bank) 
HL Room 125 Space Science Center - Hybrid Lab (East Bank) 
WB Room 90 Blegen Hall (West Bank) 
LD Room 17 Lauderdale 
64 Room 18 Lauderdale (CDC 6400) 

NOTE: The site code appears on the system dayfile as characters 4 and 5 of the job name, as well as on the BIN 
card. 

UCC II~STALLS SYSTEr1 2000 ON NOVEMBER 1 

The University Computer Center has acquired a Generalized Data Base Management System (DBMS) for use on the '~ 
University's CDC 6600 and the MERITSS CDC 6400. The system, named "System 2000" , has been acquired from 
MRI, Incorporated of Austin, Texas and is currently being successfully used by a large number of Universities 
and businesses. 
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S2000 provides for the creation, maintenance, security, and retrieval of data from a data base, without recourse 
to custom user-written update and retrieval programs. The user need not concern himself with physical data 
placement, search techniques, the maintenance of audit trails and the various other functions which go hand-in
hand with the establishment and maintenance of data bases; rather, he need only present the logical structure 
of his data and the data itself, and S2000 will do the rest. Data bases may also be accessed through the FORTRAN 
or COBOL programming languages on the 6600. 

UCC has had a 'pre-release' version of S2000 on the 6600 and 6400 for the last few months for testing and evaluation. 
The system is extremely stable and highly reliable. Installation of the public version (Version 2.3) is expected 
to be complete by November 1, 1974. The schedule of short-courses, manual availability and the like will appear 
in the November newsletter. (A schedule for the first short course is on page 5 of this newsletter.) Users who 
would like information of a general or specific nature regarding System 2000 or other information systems software 
available at the University are requested to contact Stephen Nachtsheim, Assistant Director for Information 
Services at 373-7878. 

MARS VI TO BE PHASED OUT 

System 2000 will replace MARS VI as the main generalized data base management system in use at the University. 
MARS VI will be moved from disk to tape as of December 1, 1973 and will no longer be available after February 1, 
1974. Users needing assistance in converting from MARS VI to System 2000 should contact Stephen Nachtsheim, 
373-7878. 

A BASIC LANGUAGE INTERPRETER FOR THE CDC 6600 

During the summer the University of Washington's BASIC language interpreter was modified to handle MAT state
ments, DEF statements, the operators < > t ; and constants with E fields. This interpreter was then put under the 
control of a monitor that enforces page and time limits for individual student jobs that are hatched into a 
single job. If the INPUT statements in the 81 example programs of Kemeny and Kurtz's Basic Programming (Wiley & 
Sons, 1968) are replaced by READ and corresponding DATA statements, the entire batch of jobs runs in a real and 
CP time of 48 seconds. Thus, although it is an interpreter, it is 2 to 3 times faster on the CDC 6600 than the 
machine used in the original Dartmouth time sharing system. 

The control card for this BASIC language follows the standard one used for MNF batch runs: 

where 

.• jobname4,T=time limit, P=page limit, M•O or 1 for MAT origin. 

jobname4 
T 
p 

M 

is 1 to 4 alphanumeric characters for the banner page put out by the monitor 
is the decimal time limit (maximum & default = 20) 
is the decimal page limit (maximum & default = 20) 
is the decimal value 0 or 1 origin for matrices (default = 0) 

Equal signs may only be used on the control card in parameter specifications. After· the control card options, 
a period (.) is used to separate the student's name and class (see sample deck structure). Each job in the batch 
may be separated from the next job by a card with •• / punched in the first three columns, and the final job is 
followed by a card with •. $ in the first three columns. 

During fall quarter this BASIC interpreter program will be further upgraded until it matches the specifications 
in Garland's Dartmouth Basic: A Specification (Kiewit Computation Center, 1973) for minimal BASIC and the MAT 
statements (i.e., modules 1 and 4 of the specification). A brief writeup is available from the UCC Librarian. 
In addition to monitoring individual jobs the BASIC program's first file contains accounting information from 
each job and may be used by an instructor to obtain the students job card plus individual page counts and total 
job times. 

SAMPLE DECK STRUCTURE 

JOB,T70,CM70000.Account number 
BASIC. 
11(7-8-9 card) 
•• CLA,T=S,P•lO,M•O. JOHN JONES CICS/103 

BASIC program 
.. / 

next student job 
.. $ 
D(6-7-8-9 card) 

Instructors using BASIC as the programming language in their courses are encouraged to use this batch program. 
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East Bank 140 ExpEng 

Mon.-Thurs. 9 AM - 9 PM 
Fri. 9 AM - 5 PM 
Sat. 12 Noon - 2 PM 
Sun. 7 PM - 9 PM 

2west Bank 167 SocSci 

Mon. 2:30 PM- 5:30 PM 
Wed. 10:30 AM - 1:30 PM 
Thurs. 11:30 AM - 3:00 PM 

1statistical consulting only 
2west Bank Computer Center 
3SSRFC 
4statistical Center 

NEW EQUIPMENT 

-4-

CONSULTiim HOURS 
Fall Quarter 

1East Bank 205 ExpEng 

Mon. 1:00 - 5:00 PM 
Tues. 10:30 - 1:00 PM 
Wed. ll:OO - 3:00 PM 
Thurs. 10:30 - 1:00 PM 

2:00 - 4:00 PM 
Fri. 9:00 - 12:00 Noon 

3west Bank 25 BlegH 

M-F 9:00 AM - 12:00 Noon 
1:00 PM - 4:00 PM 

BRIEF NOTES 

**** 

OCTOBER., 1973 

4st. Paul 125C COB 

Mon. 10:30 - 5:00 
Tues. 9:00 - 12:00 
Wed. 10:30 - 5:00 
Thurs. 9:00 - 12:00 
Fri. 8:30 - 10:30 

1:00 - 5:00 

Lauderdale Users Room 

Mon.-Thurs. 

Fri. 

1:30 - 3:30 
7:30 - 9:30 
1:30 - 3:30 

A new remote batch terminal has been placed in Room 140 ExpEng on an experimental basis. The Data Speed 40 unit, 
made by the Teletype Corporation, has a display screen and a 300 line per minute printer using SO-column continuous 
roll paper. The equipment is very useful for entering short jobs to the CDC 6600 system. 

If you have any questions about access to or operation of the equipment, please contact Richard Franta, 214 
ExpEng (376-3963). 

**** 

MICROFILM DUPLICATOR 

UCC still has a Canon 800 duplicator available to users. This machine duplicates 16mm dry silver microfilm onto 
vesicular film. Charges for ·this service are 20 cents for job set-up and 1/6 cent per frame. 

For more information, call the EBR operator at 373-4995. 
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**** 

CONSULTING STATISTICS 

Users are being asked to fill out a card whenever they ask a UCC consultant for advice in ~om 140 ExpEng or at 
Lauderdale. These cards will help us to decide where and when to strengthen our consulting quantity and quality. 
The data gathered will also give us a better idea of areas in which to increase our training for our consultants. 
And finally, it should help us prepare the consulting budget which we submit each spring. We hope you find that 
these reasons justify the few extra minutes needed to fill out the top section of the statistics card. 

**** 

SHORT COURSES 

See the September.newsletter for details on the short courses. Also, note the changes in schedules for MERITSS 
FILE HANDLING and SPSS. (Changes are underlined.) 

CDC 6600 MOMS CONTROL CARDS 

Oct. 17, 19, 22 
2:00 - 4:00 PM 
212 MechE 

MERITSS CONTROL STATEMENTS 

Oct. 29, 31 
2:00 - 3:00 PM 
212 MechE 

FILES ON THE CDC 6600 

Nov. 12, 14, 16 
3:00 - 4:00 PM 
212 MechE 

A NEW SHORT COURSE 

MODIFY 

SPSS 

Oct. 24, 26 
2:00 - 4:00 PM 
212 MechE 

Nov. 5, 7, 9, 12 
4:00 - 5:00 PM 
18 MechE 

PISCES 

Oct. 15, 17, 19, 22, 24, 26 
2:00 - 4:00 PM 
157 Physics 

**** 

FILE HANDLING ON MERITSS 

Oct. 22. 24. 26 
3:00 - 4:00 PM 

BMD 

21 Aero 

Nov. 5, 9 
3:00 - 4:00 PM 
212 MechE 

A short course on System 2000, a data base management system (see the description elsewhere in this newsletter) 
will be offered in November. 

Days 
Hours 

Nov. 12, 14, 16, 19, 21 
2:00 - 4:00 PM 
313 Aero 
s. Nachtsheim 

Room 
Instructor 
References Manuals have been ordered. Until they arrive, reference copies are available in Room 229 

ExpEng (Ref. Library). 

CDC 6600 USE FOR SEPTEMBER 

Total jobs: 27,555 

From ExpEng 
From Lauderdale 
From West Bank 
From Other Remote Terminals 
For Maintenance 

Average times: 

On Input Queue 
At Control Point 
On Output Queue 
Printing 

21.5% 
23.1% 
11.9% 
35.1% 

8.4% 

**** 

13.3 minutes 
5.8 minutes 
5.3 minutes 
1.9 minutes 
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THE SUGGESTION BOX 

Q/S. Double spaae the BIN numbers on the log sheets so that one aan find the job name a bit more quiakly. 

A. If we did this, the log sheet would be "log sheets" and much more difficult to work with. We suggest 
that you note the BIN numbers of your jobs in a notebook or on a card and keep the list with you. A 
distinctively colored ink is also used by some persons to identify their jobs. 

Q/S. Would it be possible to have reserved names in MWF for various physiaal aonstants (for example w, e, 
eta.)? 

A. It is possible to put these constants as reserved names into MNF (similar to what we did with the U of M 
Fortran compiler for the CDC 1604). However, the longer a person programs the more he feels that a program 
should be "portable" and therefore we do not feel that this change would be desirable for MNF. 

The following Fortran statements will achieve "portable" maximum-accuracy machine values for w and e on 
any Fortran compiler: 

COMMON/CON/PI,E 
PI ~ 4.*ATAN(l.) 
E•EXP(l.) 

Other physical constants are often expressions involving these values and the use of power, square root 
or logarithm routines, thus the one-time calculation of these values at the beginning of a program would 
seem the best solution. (See Appendix D in the MNF Manual for specific values.) 

Q/S. Would it be possible to have output from a job urith a large CM alloaation be given a better priority when 
the job is terminated by Fortran errors? It seems a waste of time to spend a whole day waiting for output 
only to find that an error requires a re-run of the job. 

A. 

Q/S. 

The M0MS system has two priorities. One is on the input queue using time limit, CM storage and tapes 
requested to determine which job is next in the queue. Minimizing those parameters means that your job 
will get through to the output queue in the fastest possible time. 

Once a job finishes, with some results on the OUTPUT queue, then a new priority is formed based only on 
the criterion that of all output files to be printed at a specific site, the one with the smallest disk 
storage space is printed first. This means that in your case the "whole day" your job was waiting, it 
was in the input queue rather than the output queue and a change such as you suggest would not improve 
your turnaround. 

We have intended (for the last year) to implement a job schedular (see Technical Report 73003 "A Study 
of Performance Driven Scheduling in a Multiprocessing Computer System" by P. A. Houle) that would give 
even a large job such as yours a "time slot" soon after it was put into the input queue in the hope that 
it would finish quickly. If the given "time slot" was not enough, that long job would be placed on a 
"rolled out" queue for later execution time slots. 

Another way to handle this problem is to get additional core, while not allowing CM requests to be larger 
than the current value (UCC plans to add 66% more core for multiprogramming in March 1974). The KRONOS 
2.1 schedular has some of these features (see the article in this newsletter concerning plans to install 
KRONOS 2.1 in September, 1974). 

In the MODIFY manual (Rev. C) on pages 3-6 an End-of-File aard is desaribed as a 6-7-9 aard. Is this 
true for ~? If not, then the e:camples using this won't work? 

A. M~S does not understand the 6-7-9 card (even with KRONOS on the 6600 the Univac 1004s and CDC 200UTs would 
not understand the 6-7-9 card). Thus the use of this card is not recommended and a 7-8-9 should be sub
stituted for the 6-7-9 card described in the MODIFY manual. 

Q/S. 

A. 

In addition to this change, the following control card changes are needed in some of the examples: 

page 5-l 
page 5-14 
page 5-15 
page 5-16 

COPYBF(INPUT,SOURCE) 
COPYBF(INPUT,S) 
COPYBF(INPUT,S) 
COPYBF(INPUT,D) 

change to 
change to 
change to 
change to 

COPYBR(INPUT,SOURCE) 
COPYBR(INPUT,S) 
COPYBR (INPUT, S) 
COPYBR(INPUT,D) 

When an overlay is generated by MWF it would be niae to know the amount of memory for subsequent runs. 

This is a good suggestion and we will try to implement it soon. Currently the amount of memory for sub
sequent runs is obtained if the length of blank common is added octally to the octal number following the 
two slashes (//) in the MNF loader map. 
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Q/8. Install a dump aontPol aaPd (to enable and disable DMPX) so that interpPetive languages suah as SNOBOL 
LJiZZ not give useless dumps. Also, Peformat DMPX to be less than l20 ahaPaaters so our pPinter r.riZZ not 
double spaae on dumps. 

A. DISABLE(DUMP) is the control card required to stop the useless dump. Because of the paper shortage and 
rising paper costs, we do not plan to standardize our print line at less than 132 characters which is the 
current M~ standard. An article on printer paper will appear next month. 

Q/8. &tend the Satul'day operoting hours to 10 PM oP midnight. My e:x:pePienae at otheP univePsities indiaates 
that this time aould be well utiliaed by usePs. PePhaps your sahedule aould be Pe-arTanged, taking from 
late night hours. 

A. The total hours of the week that the machine is available is 7*24•168. 

User community = 3 shifts 
Maintenance 
Long job time slots 

of 40 hours • 120 
8 

16 
UCC System group, Applications, 

Accounting 24 
168 hours 

Note that other universities give the machine over to the Systems Group for several hours a week during 
the normal work day, but at UCC we have put the users' needs first. Thus the Systems Group either works 
between 4 AM to 8 AM or on Saturday afternoon. Without adding another operator shift, there are no 
operator covered hours available since the current early morning hours are needed to give one day turn
around to the long jobs submitted earlier in the day. The Systems Group has offered to give up an 
additional hour or hour-and-a-half on Saturday afternoon if Operations can cover the time. 

Q/8. Severol people have questioned us about our pPoaedure on doing job Pe-l'unB. This answeP applies to a 
numbeP of questions: 

A. The definition of a "re-run" is that a job currently running at a control point is stopped and the job 
put back into the input queue so that it looks to the system as if it was just submitted. A re-run on 
a job can cause serious complications and/or cause frustrating loss of time. Current UCC practice is as 
follows: 

1) The operator will re-run a job only if a job is "stuck" at a control point [i.e. a requested tape 
can not be immediately found at the Lauderdale site] and that control point is needed to help process 
the current job load. 

2) The system will "re-run" a job if a deadstart recovery was initiated while the job was running at a 
control poin·t during a system crash. If possible, operators try to minimize this type of "re-run" 
by not letting new jobs start execution and by allowing the jobs currently at control points to finish. 

l!ither of these "re-runs" will be aborted if the NO RERUN bit has been set in the user's control point 
area (if a P,A card with more than read permission or a P,C card was processed in the control card deck). 
[The system should also do this if a tape was requested with EW, but this is not currently implemented.] 
A DISABLE(RERUN) card has been put into M~ in order that the user can force the job not to be re-run 
if there has been a system crash or operator intervention. In general the more stable UCC can make the 
operating system and the more reliable the hardware, the fewer times this problem will occur. [The new 
CYBER 74 is reported to very reliable.] 
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6600 OPERATING HOURS 

Sunday 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Friday 

Saturday 

Medium seeed Remote Terminals 

Room 38 Elect!!: (Mpls) 

Room N640 EltH (Mpls) 

Room Sl91 KoltH (Mpls) 

P.oom 321 MinMet (Mpls) 

@ . LAD only 

Local Sueervisor(s~ 

c. Berg/373-5404 
M. Cook/373-3895 

J. DeWitt/376-7377 

T. Faulkner/376-7024 
J. Abdullah/373-2348 

c. Swanson/373-5475 
R. Olfke/373-5680 

~ LAD,EXP ,WB ({]]) LAD, EXP 

Reference Manuals 

Reference copies of these .anuals are available for 
uae in Room 140 Exp, Lauderdale, Room 90 BlegH (WB) , 
and at the -diua speed terminals. 

60100000W 6000/7000 Computer Systems 
60281700C J.CRONOS MODIFY 
601894001 SCOPE Version 3.2 
86615300B APEX 
60306100D ALGOL Version 2 
60253000E COBOL Version 3 

Room 69 Physics (Mpls) Bob Scarlett/373-0243 60279900D COMPASS Version 2 
601766001{ FORTRAN EXTENDED Version 3 Dave Olson/373-0044 60329400B FTN DEBUG Users Guide 

Room 415 CofH (St. P) D. Nelson/376-7003 60174900P FORTRAN (RUN/FUN) Version 2.3 

T. Ehlen/376-7003 44610400E MIMIC Simulation Language 
60133600C PERT/TIME 

Room 24 No Hall (St. P) J. Colton/373-0990 60178300C SIMSCRIPT Version 2 
60234800E SIMIJLA D. Rignell/373-0990 60252600D SORT/MERGE Version 3 

RooiJI 257 BioSci (St. P) R. Comatock/373-0928 BMD: Bi~dical Computer Programs 
L. Hulbert/376-3067 BMDX: Biomedical Computer Programs 

IMSL Library Catalog 
Room 384 HortS (St. P) J. Heinen/373-1086 OMNITAB II Programmers Reference Manual 

M. Brenner/373-0949 SPSS: Statistical Package for the Social Sciences 

Room 125G COB (St. P) c. Bingham/373-0988 MNF Reference Manual 
OMNITAB II, An Introduction to 

Room 54 BA (WB) G. Lutgen/373-3608 SPSS Supplement (Version 5.0) 
UMST: Statistical Programs 

User Room (Lauderdale) Shift Supervisor/373-4940 UCC Users Reference Manual 

Useful Telephone Numbtfl 

373-4548 Account Clerk• 6180 
373-7753 Account Cler-.- 6400 
373-4596 ExpEng I/O . 
376-7584 Field Eng~ 
373-2521 Keypunch S~; · 
373-4940 Lauderdale tll1f. '-·~ . . 
373-4995 Microfilm ~~,:~ a ....... , 
373-4876 Operations (l~c;...._) .. 

Locations of UCC KeYPUSCktt. ~ in Parenthesis After Site) 

East Bank 

38 
N640 
130 
131 
208 

ElectE (2) 
EltH (1) 
ExpEng (2) 
ExpEng (1) 
ExpEng (8)* 

223 
S191 
321 
69 

ExpEng (4) 
KoltR (1) 
MinMet (1) 
Physics (1) 

*includes 1 interpreting card punch 

St. Paul 

257 
125G 
415 
384 

BioSci (1) 
COB (1) 
CofH (1) 
HortS (1) 

West Bank 

90 BlegH (2) 

Lauderdale 

Users Room (4)* 



DISK PACKS ALMOST FILLED 

The new 844 disk drives UCC101 through UCC103 holding 9600 Record Blocks 
[the 841 disk drives UCCOOl through UCC005 held a total of 4995 Record Blocks] 
are now almost full just three months after replacing the 841 drives. UCC has 
tried to anticipate increased user demands by scheduling additional drives, but 
the current demand out-ran our eS:imates of required on-line mass storage. vle 
suggest that users should try to utilize mass storage in a co-operative manner. 
By this we mean: 

1) Large files with low access rates should be saved on magnetic 
tape. 

2) Back-up files should be on a different storage medium. 
3) Un-needed files should be quickly destroyed. 

Near January 1, 1974, two (2) more drives (6400 RB's) UCC104 and UCC105 
will be added to the system for user files. This is the earliest date that CDC 
can guarantee delivery of these drives. 

t 

I 


